Burcham Sandbagger

The Burcham High Production Bagger is the only sandbag filling machine on the market today that both fills the sandbag, and sews it shut. The project was submitted by Danny Hoeper and Mark Pederson from District 2. Operating the Burcham Bagger is as simple as lifting a bag to the spout.

The Burcham Bagger will dispense an exact amount of sand and automatically shut off. Once filled, slide the bag onto the lower conveyor belt. The bag will pass through the mounted sewing head permanently sealing the sandbag. Sandbags filled and sewn closed are rectangular, and substantially easier to stack.

The Burcham Sandbagger will be evaluated by doing a timed comparison of five minutes against other typical or historical means. Cost savings, quality of the bags and the reduction in hand injuries are the anticipated benefits or savings of this project.

For more information contact:
Danny Hoeper and Mark Pederson
danny.hoeper@state.mn.us or mark.l.pederson@state.mn.us